
1/16” x 1/16” x 1” to 2”

1/8” x 1/8” x 1” to 2”

1/4” x 1/4” x 2” to 2-1/2”

Julienne

Allumette*

Batonnet

2” x 7 sidesTornee

1/8” x 1/8” x 1/8”
1/4” x 1/4” x 1/4”

1/2” x 1/2” x 1/2”

3/4” x 3/4” x 3/4”

1/2” x 1/2” x 1/8”

Paysanne

Brunois Small Dice Medium Dice Large Dice

It should be noted that these dimensions are recommended guidelines that are used here at The Culinary 
Institute of America to stress consistency and develop discipline for your knife skills. In common practice 
(outside the Institute) professional chefs may not measure exactly to these guidelines. However, in most 
circumstances consistency will be expected.

Carlton
Text Box
It should be noted that these dimensions are recommended guidelines that are used here at the East Valley Institute of Technology Culinary Arts program, to stress consistency and develop discipline for your knife skills. In common practice (outside of EVIT) professional chefs may not measure exactly to these guidelines. However, in most circumstances consistency will be expected.
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SCORE
2

(Needs
Improvement)

4
(Poor)

6
(Average)

8
(Good)

10
(Exceptional)

Appearance/
Uniform

Could not participate
due to improper
attire and/or shoes
for kitchen; poor
hygiene.

Dressed improperly;
uniform very soiled,
needed to make major
modifications in order to
participate

Dressed properly
for activity, some
stains on uniform
minor modifications
in order to work in
kitchen

Dressed properly,
hair restrained, and
hands washed,
uniform clean and
complete

Exceptionally neat,
clean; arrived ready
to begin work

Workstation/
Sanitation

Poorly maintained
work space; cross-
contamination,
unsanitary conditions
present

Work space not well
maintained during
activity;  needed
coaching to remedy
conditions

Maintained
moderately-clean
work space; some
threat of cross-
contamination

Maintained clean
work space; avoided
cross-contamination
throughout activity

Maintained
exceptionally clean and
sanitary work space
throughout activity

Work Habits/
Attitude

Frequent touching of
face, hair, little concern
for cleanliness; no
visible handwashing.
Belligerent attitude,
AWOL

Poor handwashing
technique and/or
frequency; no visible
concern for cleanliness
Poor attitude,
argumentative

Adequate
handwashing;
adequate concern for
general cleanliness.
Good attitude

Proper handwashing;
minimal touching of
face, hair; noticeable
concern for
cleanliness.
Pleasant attitude

Extreme care with
cleanliness and
handwashing; no
touching of face, hair.
Helpful attitude

Clean-Up No cleaning of
equipment, utensils,
and surfaces; items left
unwashed. Unhelpful
with community items

Poor cleaning of
equipment, utensils,
and surfaces; items
must be rewashed
before further use.
Minimally helpful

Adequate cleaning of
equipment, utensils,
and surfaces; some
disorganization in
storage; Helpful with
some community
items

Clean equipment,
utensils, and
surfaces; items are
properly stored.
Helpful with
community items and
other cleaning

Clean equipment,
utensils, and surfaces;
items are organized and
stored with care.
Extensive extra cleaning
and helpfulness.

Mise en Place No planning or
advance preparation
demonstrated

Minimal planning;
lack of efficiency

Adequate planning
and efficiency

Thorough planning
evident before and
during activity

Extremely prepared;
highly efficient

Waste Unacceptable amount
of food and/or supplies
wasted due to lack
of planning and/or
concern

Large amount of food
and/or supplies
wasted; waste could
have been prevented

Acceptable amount
of
food and/or supplies
wasted

No food and/or
supplies wasted

Food and/or supplies
were conserved,
not used

Time
Management

Large amount of
wasted time and/or
inactivity; activity not
completed, Took
extended break

Did not complete
in time allotted due to
inefficient use of time,
took very long break

Average
organization;
completed activity
relatively on time,
took long break

Completed activity
and all clean-up
tasks
on time, took
adequate break

Exceptionally
organized; completed
activity ahead of time,
took proper break

EQUIPMENT
Use/Operation

Improper use of tools
and/or equipment
resulting in breakage
or injury to self and/or
others

Careless use of tools
and/or equipment
resulting in excessive
wear and tear to items

Adequate care of
tools and/or
equipment; no
misuse noted

Shows respect for
tools and supplies;
normal wear and tear

Extreme care taken
with all tools and
equipment

TECHNIQUE
Skill Level

Unacceptable skill
level; does not
meet minimum
requirements for
technique at this time

Needs practice and
coaching to meet
average skill level

Properly
demonstrates
skill with some
prompting

Proficient at skill
without supervision

Exemplary
demonstration of skill,
level is beyond
expectations at this
time, can assist others

TEAMWORK
Cooperation

Disrupts and/or
antagonizes others.
Ignored partner.

Shows disrespect for
others and/or their work
or property. Did not
work with partner

Works with others
without supervision.
Worked with partner
at times.

Demonstrates
patience and respect
for others.  Worked
well with partner.

Eagerly assists others.
Worked with partner as
a team.
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Prepare and Create Classical Knife Cuts
Elements and Standards

of Quality

Point
s

1
(Needs

Improvement)

2
(Poor)

3
(Average)

4
(Good)

5
(Exceptional)

Small dice -Uniformity

rough chop; the cuts
are not uniform in
size
or shape

appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of other
shapes

most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts
were removed

identical in size and
shape; could be
used for garnish in a
fine dining
restaurant

Small dice
Size - ¼ x ¼ x ¼”

dice vary widely in
size and could not
be cooked uniformly

dice are much larger
or smaller than ¼"

it is possible to
find¼" dice, but
there is much
variation

most dice are
approximately ¼"

all dice are
approximately ¼"

Small dice
Yield

more scrap than
usable product

below average yield
from the given
product

a moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

good yield; most of
the available
product
is converted into
dice

very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into dice

Medium dice - Uniformity

rough chop; the cuts
are not uniform in
size
or shape

appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of
other shapes

most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts
were removed

identical in size and
shape;
could be used for
garnish in a fine
dining restaurant

Medium dice
Size - ½ x ½ x ½”

dice vary widely in
size and could not
be cooked uniformly

dice are much larger
or smaller than ½"

it is possible to find
½" dice, but there is
much variation

most dice are
approximately "½"

all dice are
approximately ½"

Medium dice
Yield

more scrap than
usable product

below average yield
from
the given product

a moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

good yield; most of
the available
product
is converted into
dice

very minimal waste;
almost
all of the raw
product is
converted into dice

Large dice - Uniformity

rough chop; the cuts
are not uniform in
size
or shape

appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of
other shapes

most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts
were removed

identical in size and
shape;
could be used for
garnish in a fine
dining restaurant

Large dice
Size - ¾ x ¾x ¾”

dice vary widely in
size and could not
be cooked uniformly

dice are much larger
or smaller than ¾"

it is possible to find
¾" dice, but there is
much variation

most dice are
approximately "¾"

all dice are
approximately ¾"

Large dice
Yield

more scrap than
usable product

below average yield
from the given
product

a moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

good yield; most of
the available
product
is converted into
dice

very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into dice

Julienne - Uniformity

Rough chop; the
cuts are not uniform
in size or shape

Appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

Pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of other
shapes

Most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as a
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts were
removed

Identical in size and
shape, could be
used as a garnish in
a fine dining
restaurant

Julienne
Size - ⅛ x ⅛ x 1-2”

Juliennes vary
widely in size and
could not be cooked
uniformly

Julienne are much
larger or smaller
than ⅛ x ⅛ x 1-2”

It is possible to find
juliennes of the
correct size, but
there is much
variation

Most juliennes are
approximately ⅛ x
⅛ x 1-2”

All juliennes are
approximately ⅛ x
⅛ x 1-2”

Julienne Yield

More scrap than
usable product

Below average yield
from the given
product

A moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

Good yield; most of
the available
product is converted
into juliennes

Very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into juliennes
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Batonnet – Uniformity

Rough chop; the
cuts are not uniform
in size or shape

Appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

Pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of other
shapes

Most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as a
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts were
removed

Identical in size and
shape, could be
used as a garnish in
a fine dining
restaurant

Bantonnet
Size - ¼ x ¼ x 2-2 ½”

Bantonnets vary
widely in size and
could not be cooked
uniformly

Bantonnet
are much larger or
smaller than ¼ x ¼
x 2-2 ½”

It is possible to find
Bantonnet
of the correct size,
but there is much
variation

Most Bantonnet
are approximately ¼
x ¼ x 2-2 ½”

All Bantonnet
are approximately ¼
x ¼ x 2-2 ½”

Bantonnet Yield

More scrap than
usable product

Below average yield
from the given
product

A moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

Good yield; most of
the available
product is converted
into Bantonnet

Very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into Bantonnet

Brunoise - Uniformity

Rough chop; the
cuts are not uniform
in size or shape

Appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

Pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of other
shapes

Most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as a
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts were
removed

Identical in size and
shape, could be
used as a garnish in
a fine dining
restaurant

Brunoise
Size - ⅛ x ⅛ x ⅛”

Brunoise vary
widely in size and
could not be cooked
uniformly

Brunoise are much
larger or smaller
than ⅛ x ⅛ x ⅛”

It is possible to find
Brunoise of the
correct size, but
there is much
variation

Most Brunoise are
approximately ⅛ x
⅛ x ⅛”

All Brunoise are
approximately ⅛ x
⅛ x ⅛”

Brunoise Yield

More scrap than
usable product

Below average yield
from the given
product

A moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

Good yield; most of
the available
product is converted
into Brunoise

Very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into Brunoise

Tourné - Approx. 2 inches
long with 7 sides

“lumps”; not seven
sided or football
shape

Some smooth, oval
sides showing basic
technique

Recognizable as an
attempt at tourné,
but not usable on a
plate

Usable but
imperfectly shaped

Football shaped,
seven smooth
uniform sides; blunt
ends

Rounds-cut to desired
thickness ⅛-¼”

Vegetable sliced
and not properly
peeled

Peeled correctly;
cuts to thin or thick

Properly peeled;
cuts are not of
uniform thickness

Properly peeled;
most cuts are of
uniform size and
thickness

Cuts are uniform
and consistent
between ⅛-¼”

Chiffonade - hand cut,
leafy greens rolled then
cut into very fine strip

Greens not properly
washed

Greens not cut thinly Greens cut thinly;
rough jagged edges

Greens cut thinly;
bruised from
pressure

Greens cleaned,
rolled and thinly cut
with no bruising

Mincing- Smaller than
chopping
Uniformity and Size

Rough chop; not
uniform in size or
shape; is crushed
and product is
oxidizing

Cleanly cut with a
sharp knife; but is
not uniform in size
and shape

Cleanly cut with a
sharp knife; some
variation in size
would make it
difficult to cook

Uniformly minced,
but should be
smaller

Finely and uniformly
minced; not oxidized

Paysanne - ½ x ½ x ⅛

Vegetable not
evenly squared

Vegetable cuts are
angled and not
straight

Cuts are evenly
squared and straight
sided; inconsistent
sizes

Cuts are evenly
squared and straight
sided; thickness of
cuts not uniform

Cuts are uniformly
square and of equal
size ½ x ½ x ⅛”
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Elements and Standards
of Quality

Point
s

1
(Needs

Improvement)

2
(Poor)

3
(Average)

4
(Good)

5
(Exceptional)

Small dice -Uniformity

rough chop; the cuts
are not uniform in
size
or shape

appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of other
shapes

most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts
were removed

identical in size and
shape; could be
used for garnish in a
fine dining
restaurant

Small dice
Size - ¼ x ¼ x ¼”

dice vary widely in
size and could not
be cooked uniformly

dice are much larger
or smaller than ¼"

it is possible to find
¼" dice, but there is
much variation

most dice are
approximately ¼"

all dice are
approximately ¼"

Small dice
Yield

more scrap than
usable product

below average yield
from the given
product

a moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

good yield; most of
the available
product
is converted into
dice

very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into dice

Large dice - Uniformity

Large dice
Size - ¾ x ¾x ¾”

rough chop; the cuts
are not uniform in
size
or shape

appropriate cut is
discernible, but
pieces vary widely
in size and shape

pieces of the correct
shape are present,
but mixed with a
variety of
other shapes

most pieces are of
the correct shape;
the product would
be usable as
garnish if a few
imprecise cuts
were removed

identical in size and
shape;
could be used for
garnish in a fine
dining restaurant

Large dice
Yield

more scrap than
usable product

below average yield
from the given
product

a moderate yield
from the raw
product; could be
improved with
practice

good yield; most of
the available
product
is converted into
dice

very minimal waste;
almost all of the raw
product is converted
into dice




